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I can't recommend this in its current state. Maybe in time it could be decent. It's worth trying and following, but it lacks a lot of
content and direction.. I still can't believe I spent money on this.. 3D , , , 2 , , , , 90% , , , . Well, this game is almost an absolute
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copy of Ultima Online in 3D , everything from the names of the reagents to the style of the game , the only bad one , in the 2nd
hour of the game, I had a haunting feeling that the admin who composed the world as well as in a couple hours I lost interest in
the game and left as it is, stupid located the crafters eerily small backpack, things break faster than you can get from them, 90%
the time you spend on something that is run through a great distance to repair or make new weapons or Tul, and when the resort
you realize that the backpack is no place to something to be crafted, generally to the point when I started to kill mobs not much
straining, the game became terribly boring and stingy in General, another imperfection.. For machine translation Carefully write
a few suggestions: First of all, the game is very good, combining the features of the sandbox and ORPG games. The system is
not very complex. Character growth is closely related to daily nurturance. But at the moment I'm having some problems. Map
The map is not very large, but seamless convergence, the drawback is that the open area is not large enough, and the map
thumbnail is too simple, I think it should be added to the large map interface compass and player custom tag. To make it easy to
find resources in the Montreal map without getting lost. Resources The distribution of resources in the map seems to lack of
planning, the mountains and boulders near the rocks can not be found, the animals messy scattered in various places, towns and
villages is a little small, some scattered resources and real estate. Herbal medicines have very low visibility and very few. But the
trees are everywhere. Too little water is collected. Other systems Riding and coming down seems too time-consuming, and the
speed of horses is too little compared to the speed of people walking. Weight-bearing horses should carry 2 of parcels
themselves, instead of sharing a package with the protagonists. NPC trafficking is also a lack of planning, many times in the
new village needs drawings can only run very far to the main city to buy. Economic I don't mind buying some gold coins after
the game, but the price of primary resources is the same as that of advanced resources. It seems unreasonable to sell only a
coppers for processed or finished products. The development of ORPG This is a good direction, look forward to more
underground city or field camp to provide more play, of course, with the depth of the game to join the new building and
materials, do not forget to join more Monster Corps, let the sandbox and form, war and other forms of the Director.. This game
needs a report player button and an ignore player option. Fix the lag, add more content and a helpful map (you can zoom in on
your mini map.how about zoom out? I know where I am standing ffs). It is just a farm resorce sim atm. Gather, sell, repeat,
yawn.. What a horrid piece of garbage this game is. I've seen "pre-alpha" and this game is in some stage even earlier than that!
Whoever came up with the idea of making 20 axes farming something like 60 wood + 80 stone from crates on the beach at 1-2
wood or 1-2 stone per crate needs to be fired. And even after wasting almost 2 hours to get level 2 blacksmithing because the
NPCs stopped talking to me and there's nothing else to do in the game after 15 minutes of quests you can't even make a pickaxe
to mine stone because the pickaxe blueprint has some nameless item that appears nowhere else in the game. So forget making
that stone sword you had your heart set on. And a bronze sword? Don't make me laugh! And let's talk about the durability of
items! Your starting armor is going to last you 2-3 kills before it breaks and vanishes off your body. A sheep has 200 hit points
and you do up to 5 damage a swing with your trashy wooden sword. So start the combat and go watch a movie while the combat
finishes. When you come back, your character is probably down to 20 hit points because sheep are obviously more feral and
dangerous in this game than in any game in recorded history. After about 5 kills, you might actually hit sheep for 8 damage as
you build up weapon skill. Wooo! I can't believe I was stupid enough to give this as much time as I did give it.. An interesting
and entertaining MMORPG that is in early access. While the game is still quite raw and is certainly unfinished, the current
content and community make it worth the time to play. It is a seamless world (no zones or loading) with only 2 major towns
(one is more like a large barebones city) with some settled farmlands, forests and plains in-between. The crafting system is easy
to work with (but every crafted item requires a recipe and ingredients which surprises some players.) Gather, refine and craft is
the basis of the current crafting system with a handful of recipes available at the moment to introduce players to try their hand at
making everything they might need. The player-driven economy is still developing, so stuggling to buy a plot of land to own (or
rent) has been a struggle for most, with some powerhouses claiming prime real estate. PVE combat is lackluster with only a few
weapon options and imprecise actions versus enemies, but it has the makings of a reasonable system which should develop over
the next wee while. A small number of quests exist in-game, with a set of tutorial quests that can help acclimitise new players
into the basic flow of play as well as familiarising new players with key locations in the starting town. There is currently NO
PVP, but it is expected as the game develops. The art style is stylised and could be considered cartoony by some, but I find it
easy on the eyes. While it may be considered as a sandbox, it isn't what I would call a true sandbox (do whatever you want
wherever you want whenever you want). Player housing is active in-game and works well enough, with the possibility of owning
farmland for budding farmer-wannabes. Farming itself doesn't seem to be fully active though, so more exploration and research
could be needed to understand how the system works. The skill system is learning-by-doing, so chopping trees increases a
lumberjacking skill giving access to a few spell-like abilities to help you survive against the passive chicken threat that is just
waiting to explode! Skills also increase some stats (STR, DEX, END and more which in turn affect other composite stats.) Skill
gain is a little faster than expected, but a recent patch should have reduced skill gain to a slower but managable level. In-game
actions, skills and stats are part of the RPG aspect of progression and customisation (as well as min-max for those so inclined.)
There are no dungeons or dungeon-equivalents at the moment, but there are at least 2 planned with a possible 3rd under
speculation. It has been said that some dungeons will be open world and others may be instanced, so we are waiting for more
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information in this regard. How can you get in on this action? You can purchase the game on Steam or through the official
neojac.com website if you want founder packs (currently only available on their website and not on steam.) Just another
reminder, the game is in EARLY ACCESS and is not production-ready for mass consumption. Support the devs and join us in-
game! Will there be a wipe? Who knows, but there is fun to be had now! TL;DR: Still a lil buggy, not as stable as I would like
but hours of engagement with a supportive community.. Not to bad of a game. but i was wondering around and got stuck on a
rock. cant move. log back in same spot cant move. have to start all over. need to fix this be for a play any more. only got 15
mins of play time.

End Of Easter Event : On Saturday 1 June at 2 PM Mountain Time the Easter Bunny pet will no longer be sold in the Shop, All
Easter Eggs Spawns will be removed and Easter Merchants will no longer be in the world as we end the Easter Event.. Pre-Alpha
Version 2.52.2 : Pre-Alpha 2.52.2 This is a small patch to gradually add in more resource nodes as well as extra housing plots.
We also fixed the bug where you would auto be toggled to PvP and a few other bugs. We are currently working on a new storage
system which will change how storage is handled and fix the problem with slots as well as some inventory bugs. New: - Added
extra 19 house plots. - Add new resource nodes on new islands including copper and water nodes. Fixes: - Fixed PvP button to
not auto toggle players PvP. - Fixed description on Mounts in store. - Plots now have a limit on how many chests can be placed
on them with bigger plots allowing more chests. - Chests are now only allowed to be placed on tables outside or inside a house
on the floor and not allowed any more to be placed on the ground outside. Those who have chests down already on the ground
will still work fine. - Speed Buffs has been fixed so they do no longer percentage stack onto a player which ended up allowing
players to move at non regular speeds, which would break the server. Instead they have a set percentage based on the base speed
of a player. Balance - Water Drops from mobs have been increased.. Pre-Alpha to Alpha : As you know its been a few weeks
since our last patch. We where planning to have a patch out today with PvP system in place but have decided to move it another
two week. The reason for this change comes down to this. As we have been working hard we are very close to moving out of pre-
alpha phase to Alpha. When we originally decided to do the PvP release we announced that it would require a full wipe as its a
major system, but because we have been moving so fast we are able to move out of pre-alpha earlier than expected and will have
all the major systems in place including taming, stealing, mounts to name a few and some of these others also requires a wipe so
it will be pointless doing a full wipe today and then another in two weeks. Thus the change to move the release of the next patch
to 25 August. What you can expect in the 25 August patch release: - PvP system: How the PvP system will work is its based on a
players Karma Points. When you have less than -500 points you will be on auto PvP and wont be able to turn it of, above -500
points you have a option to turn PvP off or on. If you loot any players body you will automatically have PvP turned on. There is
a 30 min cool down to turn PvP off if you are allowed to. Doing things like stealing, killing players or bad rep quests will reduce
your karma. Doing things like helping players, killing certain mobs and good rep quests will increase your Karma. - Taming and
mounts system: You will have a taming skill which you can increase by capturing animals. A example is if you find a bear's den
you can capture a bear cub and tame it on your land in a taming pen which will yield a bear mount. - Animal Farming: there will
be many farm animals available to raise on your farm. For instance if you find chicken eggs it will allow you to place down a
hatchery and grow chickens from it. - Factions: we are adding factions in which will allw you to gain reputation with certain
factions opening up new trading among other stuff if you gain a high enough standing with them. - Guilds: You will be able to
form guilds. - Castle plots and building. We are adding new castle plots as well a a full set of building units for castles. There
will also be 15 different house styles to place down. - Full world map: the first continent completely done which is 10 times the
size of the current map area and includes a desert biom and a swamp biom. - Swimming and ocean creatures: With the new map
you will be able to go anywhere in the map including swimming in the ocean which will have its own resource nodes and sea
creatures. - New abilities added to all combat so that all will have a min of 10 abilities each. Insuring that the damage dealt by
each ability for each skill will be balanced to make them all worth the while to use. - Full new loot system with new drops for
current mobs and new mobs. - With the new map there will be around 30 new mob types add, most can be tamed and become
mounts. - 100 new recipes for crafting. - Allot more items like armor and weapons. - Fast traveling through portals across the
world. - Player owned vendors. Our aim with pre-alpha was to get all the major features in place and also the final world map
complete. As we said above we are very close to that so will be able to do the transition from pre-alpha to Alpha in the next
patch. We hope you understand why we have decided to move it another 2 weeks as we don't see doing any other wipes after
this one until we reach Beta or maybe not even then. Thanks you for continuing to support Arcfall and we are very exited to be
moving out of pre-alpha.. Arcfall Patch Pre-Alpha v0.5 : This patch contains many major bug fixes and a few more items added
to content. It also had East Oakwood Forest Area added. Bugs Fixed: 1) Smithy Table now brings up Archery Station. 2) When
crafting with a full inventory it wont break your character and will let you know your inventory is full. 3) When gathering
resources it will tell you your inventory is full. 4) Smelter can now be placed on your plot. 5) When you die you wont spawn on
your horse. 6) Permissions are fixed on properties. 7) Ground Crawlers can now be looted when killed. 8) Claims fixed as some
where not working. 9) All horses speed and carry capacity increased. 10) New water added for oceans. 11) Tooltip now properly
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display the quality of a item with color, Poor (Grey),Common(White),Uncommon(Yellow),Rare(Blue),Epic(Purple),
Legendary(Orange) New: 1) Axes has gotten new models. 2) Few more quests are added. 3) More NPCs added to make the
world more lively. 4) First set of Chainmail Armour added in to the game. 5) Tab Targeting added into the game, using Tab to
cycle through mobs within 5 meters and Q to cycle through mobs with in 15 meters. 6) You can now target Group members by
clicking on their group portrait. 7) New Forest Giant Basher Added. 8) New water plots added so players can build their house
on wooden areas in water. 9) East Oakwood Forest area added. 10) Map had first overhaul.. New Archery Skill Tree : Our next
post is covering the new Archery Skill Tree. With Archery we wanted to bring in a balance between movement effects and
damage. Combining both the Slow Shot ability which slows a target down with the Swift Feet ability which increases your
movement speed a archer will become a formidable opponent. With this there is two damage ability's. One called Bullseye does
some major damage but has a short casting time so be sure you use it at the right time. In all abilities where it states base
damage, that's the starting amount of damage used in the combat calculation. From there it will determine the targets resist and
also add some other stats including your skill level to determine the final amount of damage dealt to a target. The next Skill we
will be covering is Magery which will be the final skill for combat changes coming in the next major update.. Next Patch
moving from Pre-Alpha to Alpha : We have been working on the back end of Arcfall while doing small releases in the past few
months. We can now announce what we will be releasing on December 21 2018. We will be doing a major update and will be
moving from Pre-Alpha to Alpha. With this we will be adding in all features we will be releasing on Full Release of Arcfall. As
this is a major release and we are finalizing most features that will be in the full release we are going to have to do a full
character wipe unfortunately. We have been trying to incorporate backdating on character stats with current characters but
unfortunately we could not get it to work with current characters so will not be able to return your current characters stats. One
of the major items we are adding is backdating of Items so after this release we do not intend to do any more wipes of
characters or items. As we are moving from Pre-Alpha to Alpha you will be able to fully play Arcfall with out loosing anything
on wipes after December 21. Here is a list of all the things that will be in the release: Features: Auction House: This will allow
players to place items up for sale on Auction for others to purchase, Auction houses will be spread around the world but will all
be linked. Socketing System: Players will be able to add socket crystals to weapons and armor and improve stats on said
weapons or armor. Enchanting System: Weapons can be enchanted to higher levels ranging from level 1 to 100 improving
certain stats. Armor Sets: We will be adding in Armor set bonuses if you wear a full set. Item Backdating: Before any changes
we did to a item only got applied to a new item, now with this all items players have will be updated with any changes. Housing:
Players will now have plots for sale to purchase with in-game currency and have different tiers of housing to build. Stealing and
Karma fully integrated so PvP aspect is properly introduced. Adding in all Skills Active Abilities that players currently have
which is aroudn 26 Skills each with around 29 Abilities. Adding Archery as a new combat style. Introduction to Taming system
which will allow players to tame pets and create mounts from certain pets. Mounts crafting, allowing players to create mounts.
Two new Islands to explore which will bring the current content up to Lvl 30. Additional 50 Quests to help guide players.
Additional 14 new Mob types. Female Player Character so you can choose between play as a male or female character. Along
with all this we will be implementing many fixed and improvements on both game play and game interface. We look forward to
doing this release and appreciate all the support we have received thus far from the amazing community of Arcfall.. Arcfall
Patch Pre-Alpha v0.8 : This is Pre-Alpha V0.8 . In this version we wanted to fix a bunch of bugs so content increase is very
limited. We where planing to implement the first Bosses but unfortunately ran into a major bug with it just before we where
going to do this update so they will be in next update in two weeks. Bugs Fixed: - Chat box scrolls to the bottom now when a
new message is received. - Tab targeting will now only target enemies, you use the click on portrait to select group members. -
All other places where rich text can be used is removed. - When deleting a claim and you press cancel it wont still be delete the
claim anymore. - When you click the pickup button on a house it will as conformation now if you still want to pick it up. -
Placing a item in your claim and mousing over bag to select another item wont place the first item down but switch it. - Certain
Mobs use to run stop in animation when they run to you, that is fixed now so they run smoother. - Item Requirements added to
tooltips. - Tax deeds will now add the correct amount of time when added to a plot. - You will now only be allowed to add one
tax deed at a time and have to wait till that deeds time has run out before you can add another one. The remaining time before
the deed slot is open again will be half of the deeds time so you can slowly build up time on a plot and is displayed at the bottom
of the deed. - Items used that's in the action bar will display the right amount now and be removed when you don't have any
more in your bag. - You wont be able to equip a weapon anymore if it has no more durability. - Durability will now also be
displayed in tooltip in a number format. - Weapon base damage amount will now be displayed in tooltip along with what type of
damage it does. New: - Have a craft all button now to craft multiple items at a time instead of clicking craft every time.
Balancing: - Changed pricing on Deeds and house blueprints.
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